
PORTABLE TRANSPORT CONTAINERS
Flexible, portable cooling, freezing and heating containers. 
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www.coldtainerusa.com



We offer several mobile storage units that can 
safely transport temperature-sensitive products 
in any environmental condition. In the pharma 
industry, they can become a blood transport 
cooler or portable vaccine refrigerator. For food 
delivery, they can keep pre-cooked meals hot or 
groceries cold.

These containers are also a less expensive 
alternative to a refrigeration conversion of a  truck 
or van. They do not require a van liner install or a 
refrigerated van build. They are easy to load and 
unload, allowing the unit to be removed from the 
vehicle, and come in convenient front opening or 
top loading models.

PORTABLE STORAGE SOLUTIONS
A flexible and economical solution for temperature-controlled transport needs.

Perfect for any scale delivery or 
vending operation. Coldtainer 
refrigeration units are durable 
and designed to withstand 
vibrations related to vehicle 
use. Available in hot and cold 
models, they are made from 
highly durable polyethylene 
and food grade, materials, are 
easy to clean, and meet all 
health and safety standards.

Bluetooth Added for  
Total Connectivity and Visibility 
All Coldtainer containers can be equipped 
with Bluetooth connectivity and accessed by a 
downloadable APP allowing you to monitor the unit 
from a linked smartphone or tablet and upload 
reports and temperature graphs.
• Turns your mobile device into a  

wireless user interface.
• Precise temperature set-point control.
• Easy viewing of temperature and status without 

opening container.

Whether you need a blood 
transport cooler, a portable 
vaccine refrigerator, the cooled 
transport of biological samples, 
or a mobile, temperature-
controlled, shipping unit for 
vaccines and medicines, we
have you covered. Design and
technical features meet all CDC/
VFC vaccine storage guidelines.

PHARMACEUTICAL
With their modular convenient
design, Coldtainers are often
superior to traditional shipping
methods for temperature 
sensitive items, allowing you the 
freedom to ship both perishable 
and nonperishable items at 
once. These units also eliminate 
the need for refrigerated 
vehicles to streamline your 
shipping process.

LOGISTICS

ADVANTAGES

FOOD DELIVERY

EASY INSTALLATION
Coldtainer containers are a one-piece molded 
polyethylene construction for outstanding 
durability, strength and lightness. Components 
are designed and tested for use in mobile 
applications. 

APPLICATIONS

  

INDUSTRY LEADING INSULATION

RESISTANCE TO VIBRATIONS 

LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

VERSATILITY 

FLEXIBILITY

VERY LONG WORKING LIFE 

FOOD-SAFE DESIGNED INTERIOR,

FOR EASY CLEANING

BLUETOOTH DATA TRACKING (OPT)

AUTONOMOUS OPERATION (OPT) 

 



Not Just for Cold Deliveries! Coldtainer Goes Hot Too

The Coldtainer HmL  series offers restaurants or 
caterers a versatile high-performing unit that comes 
with a heated option with a range up to 185 degrees F. 

With its sleek and rugged design, iso-thermal triple 
insulated construction, and precise temperature 
control, the Coldtainer HmL is designed for catering 
and food service experts to transport hot meals on 
the road, while guaranteeing the taste, quality, and 
safety from the place of preparation to the customer.

Coldtainer on the Go. Take Your Unit Where You Need It

Coldtainer Autonomous Units include an integrated 
battery, enabling autonomous operation for up to 12 
hours on a single charge without the need to be plugged 
in. 

Perfect for events or areas where outside power source is 
unavailable. Coldtainer AuO units come in many different  
versions with units  able to refrigerate, freeze, or deep 
freeze items depending on required temperature set 
point.

COLDTAINER is a registered trademark of Euroengel srl.

We offer a wide range of upgrades to cater for different applications.

OPTIONAL UPGRADES

(877) 757-5974
www.coldtainerusa.com

 Shelf

 Transport Kits

 Bluetooth Module

 Plastic Strip Curtain
5  Fixing Kit/Tie Down Kit

 Internal Fan Kit

 AC/DC Converter

 Handle Lock Kit


